
Report about Arabic chair inauguration and one day Seminar

The  Arabic  Chair  in  our  college  was  inaugurated  at  WWS  Hall.  The  program was
organized with the help of Arabic Association and WWS. One day seminar was also with this
program.The topic  of  the seminar  was 'Make Arabic  friendly'.  The class  was taken and the
inauguration  of  the  Arabic  Chair  was  conducted  by  Moulavi  Shihabuddin  Chandanathope
(Principal,  Jawhariya  Arabic  College,  Parippally),  a  faculty  member  the  Chair.  The seminar
started  with  Muhammad  Mubarak's  (lst  BA)  prayer.  The  Welcome  address  by  Abdul
Hashim(HOD, Islamic History) and Presidential address by Dr. Anvarshah S(HOD, Arabic). The
inauguration was done by Dr.P Nazeer (Principal).

Then the Arabic chair was inaugurated in the presence of Principal. Principal spoke about
the need for Arabic chair and its relevance in a few words. The main speaker spoke details about
Arabic chair and introduced important things in the 'Make Arabic Friendly'.

Many teachers and superintendent were involved in the felicitations.  A. H Badrudeen
(Former  Principal),  Dr.  M S Noufal  (HOD,  Malayalam),  Dr.  Suma (HOD, Commerce),  Dr.
Mercy Raj (HOD, Chemistry), Dr. Jaseedha(HOD, English), Mr. Junaid (Superintendent) were
talk in the section. Vote thanks from Abdul Fathah (llBSc).

Orientation class for students

Arabic Chair organized an orientation class for Students. This was done by participating
the Students who take the Arabic language as an additional. The class was led by Dr. Anvarshah
S, Professor ,  department  of Arabic.  The class used Power Point presentation to make more
effective and learning. The class held at the seminar hall was more useful. In this class, give
more attention to the language learning, the importance of language, the reading method, the
things related to writing, few Arabic words that need to be known, and some talk styles. After the
class there was an interactive section with Students. Many questions were asked by the students
and the teacher  provided the appropriate  replies  and explanations.  The students realized that
these classes would be help them to learn Arabic from complexity to more simplicity. These type
of classes made the language easier for the students and effectively.

Al- Arabiya Magazine publication

The publication of Al-Arabiya Magazine was done by the Arabic chair in our college.
The publication of this was in March 22, 2019.Our Principal Dr. P. Nazeer officially released
Magazine  at  the  Principal  Chamber.  Al-Arabiya  Magazine  is  one  of  the  landmarks  of  the
students in our college. This was the opportunity to express the discretion of students in Arabic,
English and Malayalam languages. 



The editorial  page was under  the  supervision  of  department  of  Arabic.  There  are  14
articles  in  various  subjects  like  History,  Culture,  Language,  Story,  Poetry,  Biography,  and
Advice. We believe that this magazine has been able to attract more readers and provide useful
information. This is the first magazine in the Arabic department of our college, and it brings
more joy and enthusiasm for us.

 It was the consequence of student's' fellowship and hard work that caused the birth of
such a magazine. We believe such kind of literary activities could be done in future under the
activities of Arabic chair.

Spoken Arabic Certificate Course

Department of Arabic of the College has Successfully started a much relevance course in
Spoken Arabic  in  the  year  2018-19,  Specially  intended  for  Job  aspirants  to  various  regions
especially for Gulf Countries. The Course is titled “ Communicative Arabic And Practice”, is a
three mounth Course that contain 30 hours . It is a Part time Course open to all those who have
completed and passed 10+2 (higher Secondary) or its equivalent . The Papers included for this
Course are:

*Elementary Arabic (Paper I)

*Communicative Arabic (Paper II)

The Scheme of Evaluation show below:

Total 100 Marks, that contains Internal 10 Marks, Written Exam 70 Marks and Viva 20 Marks.


